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A subcommittee under Rep.
Richard Pombo’s office at the
House Resources Committee plans
to hold hearings today concerning
a tiny and obscure environmental
group it claims is trying to lock up
half the continent as protected
wilderness.

But the group, called the Wildlands
Project, denies the claim. It charges
the subcommittee is relying on false
and inflammatory assertions from a
Web site that’s also named
Wildlands Project, run by property
rights proponent Thomas Matthew
Bennett of Citizens for Common
Sense.

The hearings, titled “The Impact of
Environmental Regulations on
Energy and Mineral Development:
The Wildlands Project,” are being
held by the House Subcommittee
on Energy and Mineral Resources,
chaired by Jim Gibbons, R-
Nevada.

The press release for the event went
out under the headline “Energy
Hearing on Environmental Land
Grab” and leads with the claim that
“The Wildlands Project … seeks
to reestablish wilderness
designations for approximately 50
percent of North America.”

“Outdated regulations have locked
away energy-rich lands in the U.S.,
which has certainly been a factor in
the rise of our foreign dependence,”
said Pombo, R-Tracy, in a press
release announcing the hearings.
“With today’s advanced
technologies, we can and should
increase our domestic energy
supplies and protect the
environment at the same time.”

Brian Kennedy, a spokesman for
Pombo at the Resources
Committee, said he did not know
the source of the claim that the group
wants to protect 50 percent of the
continent as wilderness, though he
said it might have come from
previous testimony the group
submitted. He said the Wilderness
Project’s goals are being used as a
“case study” for potential effects of
conservation laws.

“This is really Chairman Gibbons’
show,” Kennedy said.

Representatives with Gibbons’
office did not return messages by
press time.

Kim Vacariu, the southwest director
of the Wildlands Project, said the
50 percent claim is a
misrepresentation of an excerpt
from a 1992 article in the group’s
now defunct publication, Wild
Earth, by one of the group’s co-

founders, Reed Noss. The number
referred to a theoretical amount that
would be needed to fully restore
species using scientific data.

He said Noss is no longer with the
organization.

“That is not the policy of the
Wildlands Project and never was,”
Vacariu said. “We’re hoping we can
move beyond this kind of fear tactic
and start talking about things in a
rational manner.”

This claim has been trumpeted via
a Web site put up by Bennett. He
said Bennett registered the URL
www.wildlandsproject.org but then
lost it in 2001 to The Wildlands
Project in an arbitration hearing with
the Internet domain group Internic.

Bennett then went on to set up
another Web site,
www.wildlandsprojectrevealed.org,
which he uses to spread
misinformation about the group,
Vacariu charges. Vacariu said that
Bennett is not one of the four
speakers testifying before the
subcommittee.

The www.wildlandsproject
revealed.org site is tied to Bennett,
according to Vacariu and Bennett’s
own comments to Blue Ribbon
Magazine.



An e-mail to Bennett went
unreturned by press time, and so
did a phone call.

But Bennett has testified before in
front of the Resources Committee.
In 2000, he spoke about the
influence of environmental groups
on public land policies.

“There are a number of groups that
our trying to discredit our work,”
Vacariu said. “They try to make it
look like we want to kick half the
U.S. population off their land.”

The actual goals of the Wildlands
Project are to link up protected
land so wildlife can survive in the
future, especially endangered
species, Vacariu said.

Vacariu said that the actual
proportion of the country that is set
aside for wilderness protection is
about 4 percent. He said his group’s
membership consists almost entirely
of ecologists and scientists.

He also said that his group did not
receive an invitation to the today’s
hearing until Monday. They were
not able to arrange to send
someone, but submitted written
testimony.

Daniel Patterson, a desert ecologist
with the Center for Biological
Diversity, said that Pombo and
Gibbons’ claims that environmental
policy limits energy explorations
don’t add up.

For instance, he said that the Bureau
of Land Management gave out
permits for oil and gas exploration
on a record 4.1 million acres in
fiscal year 2004. He claimed more
than 85 percent of public lands in

the West are now available for
mining and oil and gas exploration.


